
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 112 
27th MAY 2022 

 
GREETINGS: 
 

TWTWTW... Tornados in Germany, heatwaves in Spain, more catastrophic rain and flooding in 
KZN... hundreds evacuated... Provincial Government fails victims again... still trying to get 2019 relief 
funding released!!... More p**sing on University of Stellenbosch’s Parade... Saboteurs at Eskom 
power stations are not even bothering to hide their activities anymore... ANOTHER R600 Million to 
fix Medupi design faults – get it back from irresponsible Eskom Board members... Nathi Mtethwa 
gets big black flag instead... Zweli Mkhize, brazen robber bandit, goes for broke... while his wife sits 
on a multimillion rand throne... internal ANC splits paralysing government decision making... more 
swingeing fuel price increases... SA's middle class feeling the pinch... Massmart sells some 
businesses to Shoprite – how are the mighty fallen!... 
BoJo always better on the big screen – PM pictured at a party - Sue Gray of Damocles hangover for 
him... Rail strikes threaten UK internal food supply chain... Zelensky at Davos pleads for complete 
trade embargo on Russia... but Putin “weaponising the World’s food supplies,” has his boot on the 
World’s wheat supply, and a substantial chunk of Europe’s oil and gas supply... only 10 weeks supply 
of wheat in the supply chain... Thousands of people protest at a rock concert in Russia - growing 
public discontent with the Kremlin's invasion... cold comfort... Britain’s gardens under attack from 
Greenies... HM The Queen visits Chelsea Flower Show – for the 59th time in her reign... French 
West Ham footballer pleads guilty to kicking and slapping cat... Bl**dy Frogs!... Out with Jannie Le 
Roux as CEO SA Rugby!... The last “tickey-box” phone booth in New York is moved from Times 
Square to a museum... all SA’s tickey-boxes long since the victims of “Transformation”... World tops 
100 million refugees and displaced persons says UNHCR... mass arrests in Ethiopian crackdown... 
Scott Morrison, that political comedian, gets the boot as Aussie voters have the last laugh... Joe 
Biden escalates tension with China over Taiwan... another tragic Texas school shooting, and Poor 
Old Joe unerringly goes for the gun lobby instead of the criminal perpetrators... More monkey 
business and media propaganda over another virus... 
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RUNNYMEDE REMEMBRANCE: 
 

 
 

On Sunday 22nd May 2022, the Royal Air Force paused to commemorate the men and women from 
the Commonwealth Air Forces, who lost their lives during the Second World War and have no known 
grave. Pausing at the Runnymede Memorial, near Egham, Surrey, RAF Northolt personnel held a 
service to pay their respects to those who gave the ultimate sacrifice for our freedom today. 
The CAS, Air Chief Marshal Sir Mike Wigston, along with the RAF Northolt Station Commander, 
Group Captain McPhaden, and ex-Service representatives laid wreaths at the Memorial.  Members 
of the RAF Widows’ Association, War Widows Association of Great Britain and the Jewish Military 
Association UK, laid flowers, and a Star of David. 
Designed by Sir Edward Maufe, the Commonwealth War Graves Commission's Principal Architect 
for the United Kingdom after the Second World War, the memorial is dedicated to some 20,458 men 
and women from across the Commonwealth, who fought for the RAF and allies against Nazi German 
occupation. (RAF News) 
 
ROYAL WINDSOR: GALLOP THROUGH HISTORY: 
 

 
 

Personnel from the Royal Air Force have joined Her Majesty the Queen and colleagues from the 
Royal Navy and British Army to celebrate at this year’s Royal Windsor Horse Show. As well as 
providing a series of stunning displays of equestrian sportsmanship, for this special Platinum Jubilee 
themed event, hundreds of personnel from all three armed services came together to provide a 
spectacular programme of music for the evening Pageant: 'A Gallop Through History.' 

 

Opening the show every evening was a Tri-Service 
Guard of Honour, which included The Queens Colour 
Squadron of the RAF Regiment, accompanied by the 
Household Cavalry Mounted Band and Royal Marine 
Band and Massed Pipes and Drums drawn from 
4th Battalion, The Royal Regiment of Scotland, The 
Scots Dragoon Guards, the RAF Pipes and Drums and 
the Combined Band of the University Officer Training 
Corps.  
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An orchestra made up of RAF musicians alongside members of the Royal Marine Band, 
Countess of Wessex String Orchestra and a drummer from the British Army Colchester Band 
providing musical accompaniment throughout the performance. Staged every evening for 90 
minutes in the Castle Arena, the Pageant celebrated Her Majesty The Queen’s 70 years as Monarch 
with a rollicking ride through history from the time of Her namesake, Queen Elizabeth I, to the present 
day.  It featured more than 500 horses and 1,300 performers, including stars of screen and stage. 
The pageant culminated on Sunday led by an all-star cast including Dame Helen Mirren, Damien 
Lewis, Omid Djalili and Tom Cruise and was broadcast live on TV. (RAF News) 
 
*************** 
TRIBUTE TO LIEUTENANT COLONAL IAN WARREN THOMSON CROOKE DSO (LATE SAS) 
 

 
 

We received the sad news last week that a long-serving senior member of RAFOC had answered 
the Sunset Call. Lieutenant Colonel Ian Crooke had a long and distinguished military career first in 
the KOSB (Kings Own Scottish Borderers) and then in the SAS. His RAFOC biography is brief, as 
in the best traditions of his Regiment he refused to discuss his military activities. His career included 
service in The Gambia, the Iranian Embassy siege, the Falklands’ War, 23 SAS and KAS 
Enterprises. Dr John Hanks describes some of his KAS activities in his book “Operation Lock and 
the War on Rhino Poaching.” In the 1990’s he suffered a severe parachuting accident which left his 
mobility and speech impaired, but his iron will, and determination carried him through another 30 
years of life. He was a “larger than life” character and participant at lunches as often as he was able. 
We have extended our condolences to his wife Lesley and the extended family. 
He was thrice Mentioned in despatches for actions in Aden, Borneo and Northern Ireland and won 
the DSO in The Gambia.  
The narrative in his RAFOC biography was written by others on the basis of personal knowledge 
and such (not always accurate) media reports as were (then) available. The circumstances in which 
he won the DSO were reported as follows: 
“In the Summer of 1981, the tiny West African nation of The Gambia was rocked by a coup d’état. 
The president, Dauda Jawara, was out of the country attending the wedding of Prince Charles and 
Diana. In his absence, one of leader’s political rivals, a Libyan-backed Marxist, overthrew the 
government. Together with an army of 400 men, he took the President’s wife and family captive, 
along with dozens of other hostages, while seizing an armoury, the airport and a radio station in the 
capital Banjui. A longtime ally of the British, President Jawara appealed to London for assistance. 
PM Margaret Thatcher responded cautiously. After issuing a statement condemning the coup, the 
British dispatched a two-man team of SAS commandos into neighbouring Senegal, which surrounds 
Gambia on all sides. Their orders were fairly simple: liaise with Senegalese troops, observe the 
situation as it developed and await further instructions. The leader of the British detachment, Major 
Ian Crooke, was a senior officer in the elite British unit and part of the famous Seige of the Iranian 
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Embassy in London. It turned out that Crooke, who already had a reputation in the British military 
for being something of a maverick, was going to exceed those orders… and quite spectacularly as 
it turned out. Dressed in civilian clothes and armed with little more than sub-machine guns and 
pistols, the major and his sergeant arrived in Senegal. Once there, the two were joined by another 
British commando already in the region. In short order, the trio slipped into the Gambian capital and 
began to take stock of the rebel strength. After scouting rebel-held positions, Crooke concluded that 
the opposition’s hold on the capital was tenuous for the moment. The major gambled that his team, 
despite being outnumbered more than 100 to one, should be able to topple the coup on their own. 
Crooke made his first objective the rescue of the president’s wife, who was being held at the city’s 
hospital. Disguised as doctors, the SAS men surprised and overpowered the rebels guarding the 
facility and easily freed the first lady and her entourage. Next Crooke crossed back into Senegal 
where he convinced local troops to accompany him into Gambia to reclaim the capital and free more 
hostages. Within hours, the British-led force was assaulting a rebel-held barracks. After a brief 
firefight, they captured the building and its defenders, freeing the remaining hostages. Rebel morale 
crumbled in the face of such determined opposition and the next day, Crooke and company pushed 
the remaining enemy forces from the capital. Despite Crooke’s success, the British brass were less 
than thrilled with his go-it-alone approach to dealing with the Gambian coup. But how could they 
court martial a hero, especially one who restored an ally to power, saved 100 hostages and thwarted 
a Marxist coup? It turns out they couldn’t. Instead, they awarded him the Distinguished Service Order 
and promoted him to Colonel. Crooke now lives in South Africa.” 
President Jawara remained in power for another 13 years until his government was overthrown 
again in 1994 and replaced by an authoritarian regime – in the best of African traditions… 
(KOSB Regimental Records) 
The QUEEN has been graciously pleased to approve the following award in recognition of 
gallant and distinguished services in the field: ARMY Distinguished Service Order DSO Major 
Ian Warren Thomson CROOKE (471240), The King's Own Scottish Borderers (to be dated 2nd 
June 1982). 
 
*************** 
 
GENERAL SMUTS EMPTY CHAIR: 
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Another Service last weekend was the Memorial Service marking the 152nd Anniversary of 
General Smuts’ Birthday, at Smuts House on Sunday 22 May 2022. It celebrated the Oubaas’ 
outstanding achievements and career as an international statesman... In January 1917 General 
Smuts was recalled from German East Africa by General Botha and asked to represent South Africa 
at the Imperial Conference in London. Only 3 days after his arrival, Lloyd George introduced him to 
the Imperial War Cabinet – Britain’s own War Cabinet plus the visiting Dominion Prime Ministers. 
Lloyd George wasted little time before sending Smuts to the Western Front in France to assess the 
military situation at first hand. The visitor’s wide-ranging survey so impressed the Prime Minister that 
he prevailed upon General Smuts to remain in England after the Imperial Conference to serve as 
the seventh member of the War Cabinet. As Minister without Portfolio, South Africa’s Minister of 
Defence joined the Cabinet “on loan” but drew no pay from His Majesty’s Government. In that 
capacity he recommended the formation of the RAF in April 1918. 
The person who had first recognised the potential of air power, however, was not Smuts, but Winston 
Churchill. As early as 1909, while at the Board of Trade, Churchill had foreseen that aviation would 
become the most significant factor in war and suggested to the Cabinet that “we should place 
ourselves in communication with Mr Orville Wright and avail ourselves of his knowledge.” At the 
Admiralty he founded the Royal Naval Air Service to provide protection to Naval harbours, oil depots 
and other key installations. He supported Smuts recommendation on the amalgamation of the RNAS 
and RFC into the independent RAF. 
MRAF Lord Tedder says in his memoirs “Smuts was one of the very few to whom Churchill would 
listen and was for that reason of the greatest value to us in the Middle East. Once I said to him, 
when he passed through Cairo on his way to London; “Do stay as long as you can. When you are 
there, we get fewer tiresome telegrams from the Old Man. Stay and hold his hand for a while since 
you are such a friend of his and he will listen to you.” Smuts replied with a twinkle in his eye: “There 
is an empty seat waiting for me at the Cape, and if I don’t get back there soon, I shall find someone 
else sitting in it... and that would never do...” 
Tedder also records that “General Smuts, an Allied Leader and one of the World’s greatest 
statesmen, pointed to the rough road ahead with these words: “I am not worried about the war; it will 
be difficult but we shall win it. It is after the war that worries me. Mark you, it will take years and years 
of patience, courage and faith.” 
Many years ago, a set of chairs was made for General Smuts by Samuel Coleman, who then worked 
for Ballantyne’s Furniture Manufacturing Company of Pretoria. The chair presented to the Smuts 
Museum on Sunday is one of that set. Gen Smuts used and signed this chair at the last meeting 
when he was canvassing his Standerton constituency on the eve of the General Elections of 1948, 
when the SAP lost Standerton and other seats to the Nationalists, who took power in South Africa 
for the next 45 years... 
Since then the chair has been in the custody of the Coleman family. It was on display at the MOTH 
Shellhole in Dundee for 29 years, and then relocated to Dickie Fritz for the last six years. This 
symbolic “Empty Seat” or the “Warriors Chair” is now being returned to its final home and resting 
place in the Smuts House Museum, and was presented by Bill Coleman, Samuel Coleman’s 
grandson, to Philip Weyers, General Smuts’ great-grandson. Bill said “Now I can rest easy that the 
chair is returned to its rightful place” 
 
COSFORD AIRSHOW BACK: 
 

Air shows are back!  This episode visits RAF Cosford, as they prepare to deliver impressive 
aerobatic displays that attract over 50,000 guests from all over the world. 
 

 

Learn about their flying schedule and how they control 
hundreds of aircraft both in the sky and on the 
ground.  As well as the Coronation Village to celebrate 
this year’s Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. Also explore the 
art of capturing the perfect air show with RAF 
Photographer, Corporal Matthews, who gives his top ten 
tips for snapping the best moments of the event. 
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FIRST MULTI MISSION PATROL VESSEL: 
 

 
 
South Africa had previously relied on countries such as Germany to construct its ships, which meant parts 
had to be sourced from Europe, and paid for in foreign currency, often leading to delays. Damen Shipyards 
Cape Town was awarded the contract to build the vessels. The statement said: “The construction of the 
[vessels] by Damen Shipyards affirms the South African shipbuilding capability to the global 
community and puts South Africa on the map in terms of its naval shipbuilding capacity”. The first 
vessel was handed over to Chief of the South African Navy, Vice Admiral Mosuwa Hlongwane, on 
Wednesday. South Africa had previously demonstrated its expertise by building the SAS 
Drakensberg, its largest naval vessel at that time, which was designed and built in Durban in 1984. 
 
CRITICAL RACE THEORY: 
 

CRT is one consequence of the current social justice movement. It is usually presented as Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion (DEI or, as I prefer, DIE) training. Dr James Lindsay, creator of the New 
Discourses website which aims to educate about the scourge of this industry, says that equity is a 
rebranding of socialism – an administered economy that makes outcomes equal. Diversity and 
Inclusion are tools used to install political officers (in the school context ‘consultants’) to censor and 
remove dissidents. ‘In other words, the Woke Marxist DEI industry is a racket designed to install 
commissars for its ideology.’ The principle is that blacks (and other chosen minority groups) are 
perpetual victims and whites are perpetual oppressors. In these circumstances, society has to be 
completely changed so that the power resides with the oppressed. In summary, it is ‘transformation’ 
through racism. The indoctrination is commonly accompanied by bullying and condemnation if a 
child doesn’t share this method of creating a tolerant society. However, it is in reality a political 
movement the aim of which is to change the power dynamics to achieve a Marxist society. You 
would be forgiven for thinking this indoctrination was inappropriate in schools, particularly because 
all the other political systems are not taught. It’s inappropriate because it teaches adherence to a 
belief system that many parents are opposed to. (Sarah Gon, Biznews) 
 

FIDDLING WHILE ROME BURNS: 
 

The scandal over a proposed R22 million monumental flag illustrates once more that our governing 
class keeps itself occupied with vanity projects instead of concentrating on getting basic services 
and infrastructure working in South Africa. On the night of 18 July in the year 64CE, a fire broke out 
near Rome’s Circus Maximus. It burned for over ten days, destroying three of Rome’s fourteen 
districts and severely damaging seven more. According to legend, the Great Fire of Rome became 
the backdrop for a theatre performance about the Fall of Troy, during which the debauched 26-year-
old tyrant Nero played the fiddle and sang the Sack of Ilium in stage costume. The legend became 

The South African Navy has taken delivery of 
P1571 (future SAS King Sekhukhune I) 
the first of three multi-mission inshore patrol 
vessels at its naval dockyard in Simon's 
Town, Cape Town. The vessel formed part of 
Project Biro, which "aims to rejuvenate the 
South African Navy patrol capability" through 
the acquisition of the three patrol vessels, 
according to a statement by the navy. The 
vessels were expected to augment South 
Africa's maritime security by enhancing the 
country's capability to respond "effectively, 
rapidly, and cost-effectively" to threats such 
as illegal trafficking and poaching. The 
vessels form part of a drive by the SA Navy 
to "build its own ships locally" instead of 
importing ships and parts. 
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a metaphor for out-of-touch politicians who busy themselves with meaningless show projects 
while their subjects or citizens suffer. That metaphor is amply applicable to South Africa today. It 
comes from the top. Every year in the State of the Nation Address, we hear President Cyril 
Ramaphosa talk about building smart cities and high-speed trains when his government can’t even 
keep ordinary rail running and has a massive backlog in building promised low-cost housing for the 
poor. Perhaps he lives under the delusion that this is what the people of South Africa want: pie in 
the sky visions of a gleaming utopia, designed to dull the hunger pangs and alleviate the coldness 
of grinding poverty. Taking their lead from him, much of our political class lives under the same 
delusion. The minister responsible for the entirely superfluous portfolio of Sports, Art and Culture, 
Nkosinathi Mthethwa, in his department’s Budget for 2022-23, announced the erection of a glow-in-
the-dark national monumental flag more than 100 metres tall, to fly over the southern approaches to 
Pretoria, opposite the hulking memento of apartheid that is the Voortrekker Monument. A 
R1.7 million feasibility study had already been conducted for this giant phallic symbol. R5 million will 
be spent on geotechnical surveys for this masturbatory vanity project. The flag itself will cost a cool 
R17 million. Ralph Matshekga, writing in News24, calls it a “monumental waste of money”. In the 
same publication, Qaanitah Hunter says “The Government puts its arrogance on full display”. 
Melanie Verwoerd, a former ANC MP, calls it “a symbol of excesses from a tone-deaf government”. 
After days of outrage from all quarters, the good minister, who proved incapable of keeping the 
Apartheid Museum open and who oversaw the maladministration of hundreds of millions in Covid-
19 relief funds for artists, called for a “review” but was upstaged by Ramaphosa who summarily 
canned the project. (Ivo Vegter in Daily Friend) 

 
THE ENEMY WITHIN: 
 

The story: A cable on Unit 1 at Eskom's Matla Power Station was cut over the weekend in what is 
now the fourth incident of suspected sabotage at a power station in the past two weeks. 
How we know: News24 understands that on Sunday officials discovered the cut cable, but the 
575MW unit had fortunately not tripped because a backup cable had been left untouched. Three 
other cables in the same cable rack were also undamaged, a picture shared with News24 shows. 
What was said: "Eskom believes these are deliberate acts of sabotage by someone who had 
access and knows the security features in the area quite well," an Eskom statement read. (News24) 
 

 

 

UNSUNG HEROES: 
 

In contrast to the criminal acts above, we’ve been thinking a lot about heroes lately. Heroes like 
Diane Seale, the extraordinary nurse who calmly disarmed the gunman at New Somerset Hospital. 
Her bravery – her humanity – prevented even further death from a shooting that claimed the lives of 
three people. Other heroes keep cropping up (as we continue to pore over the fourth instalment of 
the Zondo report), like the brave people at National Treasury circa March 2017, a collective of 
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selfless, defiant, courageous and moral civil servants who did everything they could to stave 
off the state captors, including (but not limited to) declining a R600-million bribe. If these people had 
not been as steadfast as they were in their resilience, South Africa would no longer be a functional 
state and yet, we are still standing. (Daily Maverick) 
 
WINGS FOR ALL: 
 

 
The South African Air Force has 21 new pilots in its ranks, after they were awarded their wings at a parade at Air 

Force Base Langebaanweg last week. 
 

South African Air Force (SAAF) Corporate Communications reported the wings parade took place 
at the base on 19 May, when over 40 personnel were given their qualifications by the Chief of the 
South African Air Force, Lieutenant General Wiseman Simo Mbambo. This included 16 pilots from 
the SAAF’s Course 128; five pilots trained in Russia; five Navigators from Course 69; five Flight 
Engineers from Course 01/2018; four Flight Engineers from Course 01/2019; two Flight Engineers 
from DAT&MS Course 01/2017; two Load Masters; one Flight Attendant and; one Air Photographer. 
In addition to training pilots in Russia, the SAAF also has pilots and crew training in Cuba. The 
traditional December 2020 wings parade at AFB Langebaanweg did not take place due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. (DefenceWeb) 
 

MORE MONKEY BUSINESS: 
 

“Just finding it hard to believe that monkey pox is popping up all over the world simultaneously and 
that Bill Gates the psychic philanthropist has once again predicted this with 100% accuracy! Not only 
that but he has all the answers, how incredible! Even more amazing is how all these wanker's with 
assumed power over everything are following Bill's every direction! Sensational! (Sarcasm 
intended)” (Australian commentator) 
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CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

The lights, sadly, may be going out again all over SA as chaos and crisis continues. 
We continue working very hard with Fourteen, Wanderers Caterers in order to streamline lunch proceedings... 
We are also considering re-introducing Guest Speakers, and the video on Bob Hoover last lunch was well 
received. 
Our next function will be the June lunch, 12h30 for 13h00 Friday 3 June 2022, again in the Cigar Bar. Cost 
of the lunch is R250 and we prefer you to pay by EFT to our account - Nedbank - Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 
05 - Account 19 66 278 063. Look forward to seeing as many as possible on the First Friday in June. 
In the next issue, we feature the re-enactment of a first solo, sixty years to the day later. Watch this space... 
And so... as Winter bites, enjoy the lovely Autumn colours everywhere, keep the home fires burning and the 
bright side up... 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

The price of fuel is so bad in SA right now that I ended up putting Vodka in the lawnmower.. Now 
the grass is half-cut... 
 

After about 2 hours of watching last month’s Supermoon, I sobered up and realised it was my 
neighbour’s satellite dish that I’d been watching... 
 

Adulthood has shown me that you really don’t need fun to have alcohol... 
 

Respect people who wear glasses... They paid money to see you... 
 

Finally old enough to do anything I want. Too tired to actually do it... 
 

When a clown moves into a palace, he doesn’t become a king. The palace becomes a circus.                                                   
(Turkish Proverb) 
 

So while EKSDOM keeps letting us down,  
Zuma continues to act like a clown, 
When will he admit, 
He doesn’t give a sh** 
The clown should be wearing an orange gown. 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
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FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS:    
 

The 60th Anniversary of First Solo in pictures.  
The History of the US Navy’s Top Gun School. 
Shelagh Anderson and the BSAP Reserve Air Wing. 
 
 
 
 
 
TO BRAVE MEN: 

19 May marked 40 years since the Royal Air Force suffered its only fatality of the Falklands 
conflict. 

 
Flight Lieutenant Garth Walter Hawkins 17th June 1942 - 19th May 1982, aged 39 

 

Garth Walter Hawkins was born in Maidenhead, Berkshire on 17th June 1942.  Brought up in the 
village of Binfield, Garth attended the Junior school in the village first, followed by Ranelagh in 
Bracknell.  Ranelagh is over 300 years old, the school founded by the Earl of Ranelagh, Richard 
Jones in 1709. Garth was known as an outstanding sportsman. In football he played goalkeeper, 
playing originally with Bracknell Minors. He played for Binfield FC whilst still at school, followed by 
Oxford City which was one of the top Amateur teams of the time. Garth also played cricket and was 
known as a fearsome fast bowler for the village team in Binfield. Garth joined the Royal Air Force 
when he was 22 years old and had been all over the world during his service. In 1965 Garth married 
his first wife Sandra in Windsor, Berkshire. The couple had two sons Gary born the following year 
and Robert Garth, born in 1971. Garth married his second wife Tina in 1979. Garth’s specialist 
talents were soon noticed by the SAS and he first worked with them in Canada in 1979.  By 1982 
he had worked with all SAS Squadrons both in the UK and Worldwide.  It is said that his favourite 
place was Belize. On 19th May 1982 Royal Navy Sea King HC4 ZA294 of 846 Naval Air Squadron 
was transferring SAS troops from HMS Hermes to HMS Intrepid when it ditched in the sea following 
what was thought to be a bird strike. Garth was an expert in directing air strikes to support special 
operations and regarded by the Special Air Service as one of their own. That day saw the biggest 
loss for the SAS since the Second World War. 21 men died that day, 19 of them SAS. Though eight 
men survived Garth who was a forward observer, did not. He was just one month short of his 
40th birthday. As Garth was attached to D Squadron, 22 SAS he is remembered at St Martins 
Church in Hereford as well as on all of the Falklands Memorials. In 2012 for the 30th anniversary 
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there was a Memorial Service held in St Mark’s Church, Binfield.  More than 100 people 
gathered in the Church for the service held by the Reverend Sir Philip Watts. 

WE THANK HIM FOR HIS SERVICE 
 

"Let your thoughts dwell today 
On your country’s greatness; 
And when you realise her grandeur 
Remember it is a heritage 
Won for you by dauntless men 
Who knew their duty, and did it." 
Pericles (431 BC) 
 


